Taking bass further.

Zon’s Sonus Classic Bass Features
Traditional Styling And Modern Impact

REDWOOD CITY, CA - January 15, 2004 (For
Immediate Release) - Capturing a retro vibe in a modern, handcrafted instrument, Zon’s Sonus Classic is
designed as a contemporary classic for players who
want a commanding rock and roll look and a strong,
versatile sound. Key to the Sonus Classic’s responsiveness and sonic personality are its extra-thick ash body
and bolt-on composite neck, which combine to produce
a focused tone with solid lows, growly midrange, and
bright highs.
A pair of specially designed Seymour Duncan
Custom Shop narrow-aperture dual-coil pickups and
Aguilar active electronics with 2-band EQ bring out the
Sonus Classic’s expressive, flexible voice. Design elements such as a contoured pickguard, a metal control
plate, and comfortable neck profile contribute to the
Sonus Classic’s distinctive looks and playability.
The Sonus Classic bass is available from all Zon
Guitars dealers worldwide.

Sonus Classic Specifications
Body: Ash
Neck: Composite
Fingerboard: Phenowood, available fretted or fretless
(with or without lines)
Scale length: 34” with 24 frets (4-string) or 35” with 22
frets (5-string)
Standard Finishes: Natural flat, black gloss
Optional Finishes: 3-tone sunburst, 2-tone tobacco
sunburst, translucent amber, translucent Caribbean
blue, translucent cobalt blue, translucent red
Pickups: Two Seymour Duncan Custom Shop narrowaperture humbuckers, exclusively designed for Zon
Electronics: Aguilar 2-band active EQ
Bridge: Zon machined brass
Bridge spacing: 4-string, 19mm; 5-string 17mm
Hardware: chrome or black
Pickguard: 3-ply black/white/black or white/black/white
(“tortoiseshell” optional)
Zon Guitars, located in Redwood City, California, has been at the forefront of bass design for more
than two decades. Its Tribute Pro, Sonus, and Legacy basses are handcrafted in its Redwood City
facility by artisans with a passion for building fine-quality instruments.
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